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Local uniqueness of solutions to the Cauchy problem is shown for certain classes 
of operators whose principal part is an even power of a strictly hyperbolic operator 
and whose lower order terms satisfy finite order zero conditions instead of the usual 
Levi conditions. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove local uniqueness of solutions to the Cauchy 
problem for certain classes of partial differential operators whose principal 
part is an even power of a strictly hyperbolic operator and whose lower 
order terms satisfy finite order zero conditions instead of the usual Levi con- 
ditions. 
For (t, X) E iR2, we consider an operator L of the form 
zm-I 
L = azrn + c aj(t, x) g + a(t, x) a,, (l-1) 
j=O 
where ar(t, x) is real valued, smooth, and such that 
c-r(t, 0) has a finite order zero at t = 0. WI 
We show the existence of a T > 0 and a neighborhood R of x = 0 such that 
the only solution u E C”([O, T] x 0) of the Cauchy problem 
Lu=O, 
(&u)(O, x) = 0, j = O,..., 2m - 1, 
is given by u(t, x) E 0. We note that the usual Levi conditions require 
a(& x) - 0. The proof of this uniqueness result requires two steps. First, in 
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the special case where cr(t, x) = PG(t, x) with a’ nonzero, the Carleman ine- 
quality 
2m-1 
\’ - I 
t-2k-2j 1&w12 dt dx < Ck-’ 
I 
t-2k (Lw12 dt dx 
j=O 
is proved for w E CF(]O, T] x f2), p rovided k-’ and Tare sufftciently small. 
Uniqueness in this case then follows from a standard argument, except that, 
instead of convexifying the initial hypersurface t = 0, a singular change of 
coordinates is used to reduce to solutions having compact support.. As in 
Baouendi and Zachmanoglou [11, this singular change of coordinates is used 
since it leaves the initial surface t = 0 fixed. Next, as in Strauss and T&es 
161, the general case is reduced to this special case by use of the 
Malgrange-Weierstrass preparation theorem. 
We also consider operators P(t, x, D,, D,), (t, x) E R”“, of the form 
p=p; +p,,-,, (1.3) 
with P,(t, x, D,, D,) a strictly hyperbolic partial differential operator with 
respect o the hyperplane t = 0. We assume that for each characteristic root 
Aj(t, x, (2) Of p,9 
o,(P)(tv X9 Aj(t? X7 03 C) = itpjej(L X9 t> + .&(G X3 t) (1.4) 
for (t, x, 5) E [0, T] x 0 x Rn\{O}, with T > 0, J2 a neighborhood of x = 0 in 
IR”, pi> 0, ej a real valued elliptic symbol of order 2m - 1 in (x, 6) 
depending smoothly upon t, and f;. either a real elliptic symbol of order 
2m - 1 or identically zero. Local uniqueness of solutions to the Cauchy 
problem for an operator of this type also follows from a Carleman inequality 
with weight function t-2k and a singular change of variables. 
Uniqueness proofs using weighted inequalities go back to Carleman [3], 
who worked with strictly hyperbolic operators in two variables. Caldhon [2] 
extended these methods to IR” using pseudo-differential operators. For first 
order operators of the form L = 8, + iu(t, x) a,, Strauss and Treves [6] 
proved a uniqueness result under condition (1.2) by using a result for the 
case when a(t, x) has sign independent of t. Matsumoto [5] proved a 
uniqueness result for operators of the form (1.3) under the assumption that 
Pj = 0. and fj = 0 in (1.4), and also for higher multiplicities of roots under a 
similar condition. We note that some condition on the lower order terms of 
operators of either form is necessary for uniqueness. Hormander [4] 
constructed a function a(t, x) E C”O(lR2), flat on t = 0, for which there exists 
a solution u(t, x) E C”(lR2) of the equation 
(a? + a(t, x) a,) 2.4 = 0, 
with suppu= {(t,x): t>O}. 
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II. A CARLEMAN INEQUALITY 
In this section we prove a Carleman inequality for an operator of the form 
Zm-I 
P = a:m + c Uj(& x) g + t”f(t, x) 3,X, (2-I) 
j=O 
with (t, x) E [0, T] x Q, Q a bounded neighborhood of the origin in rP, 
aj E P( [O, T] X a), p > 0, and f real valued, smooth, satisfying 
lt$fl < C If 1 in [0, 7J X R for j = I,..., m. (2.2) 
It is convenient to work with a characteristic operator of the form 
zm-1 
P = t2Yy + x0 tjaj(t, x) cy + ty(f, x) a,, (2.3) 
j = 
with aj and f as before and p > 0. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let p be given by (2.3). There exists a constant C such that 
if k- ’ and T > 0 are sufficiently small, the inequality 
Zm-I L7 
1% 5 t-2k+22jI#vj2dtdx<Ck-- t-2k/&/2dtdx I (2.4) 
holds for all u E C,“([O, T] x l2). 
Proof, We note first that (2.4) will follow if the corresponding inequality 
is true with p replaced by 
L = t2ma;m + t”f (t, x) a,, 
since we may absorb the other terms in P’ by decreasing k-l if necessary. 
This inequality will follow from the inequality 
Zm--l 
\T k4l?-2j-1 
J?O I 
tzi-qI~u12dtdx<C t-q\LkuIZdtdx 
I P.5) 
for u E Cr( [0, T] x a), q an appropriately chosen parameter depending on F 
and m, and the operator L, defined by the equation 
L,u = t-kL(&) 
2m k! 
= IF0 bj (k - 2m + j)! 
tq u + l”f a, u, 
where bj = (‘jm) are the binomial coefficients. 
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We prove (2.5) by deleting all but the highest power of k in the coeffkient 
of each r-derivative in L, and considering the bilinear form 
where 
& = c b,k2”-2jt2j$i + @-a, + “\;I b2j+lk2m-2j-lt2j+l~y 
,ro ,T) 
Letting I denote the form (2.7), by expansion we obtain 
I = I, -I- I2 + I, 
m-1 2 
tPfa,u+ 1 b2jt,k2m-2j-1t2jt1a:jt1u dt& 
j=O 
m m-1 
+ 2 Re \‘ 1’ b2jb21tlk4m-2j-21-1 
j=O l=O 
$i+ 2[+ l-4 a+ a;‘+ ‘c dt dx 
+ 2 Re 5 b2jk2”-2jj t2jtpeqf @u a,Cdt dx. 
j=O 
(2.8) 
For the purpose of estimating I,, we note that repeated integration by 
parts yields the equation 
2 ~~ t-r a2ju #It l- 
t t udtdx=(-ly’-‘(2&22j+ I)rjt-r-‘lc3$+‘u12dtdx 
for some constants c,. Applying the above to 12, we obtain 
m m-l 
I,= ~ z: b,jb,,+,(-ly’-‘(21-22j+ l)(q-22j-221-l) 
j=O I=0 
x k4rn-Zj-21-l 
1 
t2j+21-q(~::+lU(2 dt dx 
2m-1 m-l j+l-I 
+ x x c C;,k4m--Zi--2[-- t2'j+~-~,-ql~+~-~u~2dtdx 
j=O I=1 p=l 
Zm-1 
a x (Cl,, - k-ID,,,) k4m-2N-1 t2N-q @ii/’ dt dx, (2.9) 
N=O 
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where 
C,,,=(q-2N- 1) x (-1y’-‘(21-2j+ l)b*jb*r+,S 
jtl=hr 
D<j<m 
O<l<m-I 
For the purpose of estimating I,, we note that 
2 Re 
I 
t-~a:ju c?,zi dt dx 
=-2Re t-~a~-lua,a,zidtdx 
5 
- 2 Re 
s 
a,(t-‘f) a:j-‘u a,zi dt dx 
= ‘.. 
=(-ly’2Relt-‘f~;ua,~~dtdw 
+ e (-1)’ 2 Re 
IT 5 
a,(t-‘f) ,$-‘u B.$-‘U dt dx 
=(-l)‘~t-‘$3$12dtdx 
- 2jRe 
s 
a,(t-‘f) a:j-lu a,iidt dx 
+ + cj,+ Rel a:@-7) af--% a,ii dt dx. 
UT2 
Applying this to I, we obtain 
f, = 6 (-ly’b2jk2”-2j 
Jz3 
- ? 2jb,k 
jel 
2m-‘jRe a,($i+P-y) a:j-lu a,-idtdx 
m J’ 
+ 1 y1 Cj,, k”“-” Re 
j=2 uY2 !- 
ag(t2j+p-qf) Z~-@U a,udt dx. (2.10) 
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We note that the first sum in (2.10) is bounded from below by 
-j-l 2 kh--2j--l 
j=O 5 
t2j-qJc?$ 1’ dt dx (2.11) 
since m > I and p 2 0. Also, using (2.2) we have that the second and third 
terms of (2.10) are bounded from below by 
- T7 2jb,k 2m-2i(2j + p -4) Re t2j+p-q-‘fa:j-‘u a,Gdt dx, 
j=O I 
-C 5 k2”‘-“Tj t2j+p-q--ll fc3,ul (ay-‘ul dt dx, (2.12) 
j=l 
-c 2 <- k2m-2jlt2jCP-Q--rrlfa,ulia:i-uuidtdx. 
j=2 uY2 
Renaming indices and adding even order t-derivatives to the second sum in 
(2.12), we see that (2.12) is bounded from below by 
- f 2jb2j(2j + p - q) k 2rn-URe t2j+p-4-~fa~-‘ua,ndtdx 
j=O I 
Zm-1 
-Q-l + T) x k2m-N-’ 
5 
t-q(tPfa,uI IP’#ul dtdx. (2.13) 
N=O 
Next, addition and subtraction of odd order derivatives in the first term 
above yields 
- ? 2j(2j + p - q) 6, k2”-2jRe 
I ( 
trq 
Jc.1 
t"fa,zi 
m-1 
+ -s bu+, 
/KO 
k?m-2l-lf2!+1 a;l+lc 
1 
ct2j-1 ay-lu) dt dx 
m m-1 
+ x 1 2j(2j + p - q) bYbzr+, k4m-2j-2’-’ 
j=O I=0 
x Re 
5 
tU+21-9 a~-‘u a;‘+ %dt dx. (2.14) 
By the inequality between the geometric and arithmetic means, we see that 
for any E > 0 the first sum in (2.14) is bounded from below by 
Zm-1 
-&I, - Ck-’ T;‘ k4m-2”-’ 
Nz,, f 
t2N-q Ia;yu12 dt dx. (2.15) 
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Also, repeated integration by parts show that the double sum in (2.14) is 
bounded from below by 
m m-1 
x 2 (-i)~-j+~2~~2j+p-q)b2j~21+lkJm-2i-2~-l 
j=O 1~0 
X t2i+2’-q 1~+‘,12 dtdx 
2m-1 IV 
- c y c k4m-2N-’ t2(“-w’)-4 /c?;-‘%1’dtdx (2.16) 
Nil p=l I 
Zm-1 
> Y (C,,,-k-1D2,,)k4m-2N-1 ~t2w-4~~~u~2dtdxj 
‘CO 
with 
C2.N = 1 (-l)r-j+1 Zj(2j + p - q) bZjb2,+ *. 
We are left with estimating the second sum in (2.13). We have, for any 
E > 0, 
2m-1 
‘%- kZm-+-l t-q~tPfQ#“‘~u~dtdx 
.h=O 1 
2m-1 
< E k2”-“-’ t-q Pfa,u 
N=O J I 
m-1 
+ v b2j+rk2m-2j-‘t2j+1~~+1, ~f”$+Wx 
j=O 
*m-l m-l 
y k4m-N-?j-2 ~+2j+I-q/,~i1,~~~~uIdtdx 
I 
*m-I 
< &fI + c r k4m-2N-1 
&TO 
t2zv-q I$u12 dt dx. 
Therefore the second sum in (2.13) is bounded from below by 
*m-i 
-&Ii-C(k-‘+ T) x k’“-*“-I t2N-q/6$‘ziI’dtdx. 
I 
(2-17) 
iv=0 
Combining (2.11), (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17), we have that 
2m-1 
I, > --2&I, + x (CzsN- (k-’ + T)D,,,) k4m-‘N--l t2N-q @‘uj2 dt dx, 
.v=o 
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for a possibly larger D,.,. This together with (2.8) and (2.9) shows that 
Zm-I 
I> (1 -2e)I, + ‘5- (C,-(k-l+ 7’)DN)k4m-2N-’ t2N-4#‘u~2dfak, 
NZI I 
(2.18) 
for some constant D, and 
chr = ‘,,N + ‘2,h’ 
= j.+SN (-1Y’-‘[(4-22N-l1)(21--2jl1)--2j(2j+p-q)Ib~jb21+1 
QSj<m 
O</Sm-1 
min(N,m) 
=(-1)N x [(2N-4j+ l)(q-2N- 1) 
j=maxcO,N-m+l) 
- 2jt-G + P - 4) I b,b,,- 2j+ 1. (2.19) 
We shall use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let C, be given by (2.19). For sufficiently large p 
(depending only Ott m), there exists q (depending on m and p) such that 
C,” > 0 for N= 0 ,..., 2m - 1. 
Assuming this lemma for the moment, we notice that after the change of 
variables 
t’ = tll’ 3 
x’ = x, 
the operator P” will be given by 
Zm-I 
r-2mfr2m a:? + C t'j%(t', X') tit + t'prf(t'r, X') 8,~ 
j=O 
for some smooth Zj. We note that this operator is of the same form as p with 
p replaced by pr. Hence we may assume that p is large enough for 
Lemma 2.2 to hold, since otherwise we may use this change of variables. 
For E < l/2 and k-l, T sufficiently small, Lemma 2.2 and estimate (2.18) 
yield 
Zm-1 
z k4”-2N-1 
I 
tZh’- l#u”ul’ dt dx + I, < CL 
N=O 
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Since, for any E’ > 0, 
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we have 
Zm-I 
\‘ k” m-2N-1 
I 
t2N-q~~~u~2dtdx,<C (2.20) 
N=O 
Next, we note that since 
I t-9 IJ?~u - L,u12 dt dx 
can be absorbed into the left-hand side of (2.20) for sufficiently small k-II 
inequality (2.5) and hence (2.4) are true. 
Finally to conclude the proof of Lemma 2.1 we prove Lemma 2.2. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. We have C,V = (-1)“ (aNq - PNp - yN) with 
min(N,m) 
a, = c @N--j+ ‘)b2jbzN-Zj+lr 
i=maxlO,N-m+ II 
mintN,ml 
P,= c 2&j&v- zjt 13 
i=maxlO,N-m+l] 
and 
minCN,ml 
YN = 
-T 
.i=maxlt$-m+i] 
[(2N--j+ 1)(2N+ 1) +4j2] bZjb2N-2j+l* 
Consider the family of lines defined by q =A,p f B,,,, with A, =&/a,, 
B, = y,,,,/qv. We note that the lemma will be proved if we show that, given p 
sufikientIy large, there exists q such that 
4 >ANP+BN, N = 0, 2 ,..., 2m - 2, 
q < A,P + B,, N = 1, 3 ,..., 2m - 1. 
(2.21) 
We show that (2.21) is true by showing that 
A,< 1, N even, 
A,> 1, N odd. 
(2.22) 
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Consider the polynomials 
and 
f(x)=-+&1 -XZ)zm 
g(x)=(l -+x-&l +x)2? 
Using the binomial expansion, we have 
f(x) = -; F (-lr’ 2jbjx+’ 
j=l 
zm-1 
= y (-l)N(N$ l)b,+,X2N+’ 
N=O 
and (2.23) 
Sincef(x) is the odd part of g(x), we see that 
f(x) = y; ( 1 
j+l=ZN+ 1 
(-lr‘Ib,b,) xlN+‘. (2.24) 
Comparing coefficients in (2.23) and (2.24) we have 
minlZN+ 1,2mi 
(-l)“(N+ l)bNtl= Y- 
j=max(OG-2m+l) 
(-ly’(2N+ l -j)b,7N+1-jbj 
min{N.ml 
zz 7 
j=maxf~-m+ll 
(2N + 1 - 28 b2,v- 2j + 1 b2j 
mintN,m-II 
- 
1 GN- Y) b2N-Zjb2jt I 
j=max[O.N-m) 
=aN-PN. 
This implies that 
aN > PN if N is even, 
aN<pN if N is odd. 
But since a,+,, /&, > 0 and A, = ,8&,/a,, this proves (2.22). 1 
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III. UNIQUENESS FOR THE OPERATOR aim +cr(t,xj6, 
In this section we use the Carleman inequality proved in Section II to 
show local uniqueness of solutions to the homogeneous Cauchy problem for 
an operator of the form 
Zm-1 
p=ap+ 2 aj(t,x)ti+a(t,x)a,, 
j=o 
(3.1) 
where (t, X) E Ip’, uj E C”, cr(t, x) is P, real valued and satisfies 
or(t, 0) has a finite order zero at t = 0. (3.2) 
For T > 0 and Q a neighborhood of x = 0, we consider the Cauchy problem 
Pu=O in [0, T] x 9, 
ti u(0, x) = 0 in Q, j = 0 ,..., 2m - 1. 
(3.3) 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P be given by (3.1) such that (3.2) is satisfied. Then 
there exist To > 0 and f2, a (smaller) neighborhood of x = 0 such that $ 
u E P([O, T] x Q) is a solution of (3.3), then u s 0 in [0, To] X a,. 
ProoJ In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we first apply the 
Malgrange-Weierstrass preparation theorem (as in Strauss and Trives ]6]) 
to reduce to the case where a(t, x) = PZ(t, x) with G nonzeru. A singular 
change of variables is then used to reduce to the case where u has compact 
support. Finally, Lemma 2.1 is used to show uniqueness. 
If ,U > 0 is the order of the zero of u(l, 0) at t = 0, the 
Malgrange-Weierstrass theorem implies that there exist r,, > 0 and Go, a 
neighborhood of x = 0, such that the factorization 
a(t, x) = y(t, x) 
( 
t’ + 9 L,(x) t’-’ 
/2 1 
holds in a neighborhood of [0, To] X Go, with y(t, x) and n,(x) smooth and 
real valued, y(t, x) nonzero in [0, T,,] x a,. We define 
W, = 
I 
x E 52, : t” + c ,&P-r has exactly ,D distinct roots 1 
t 
0 .= {XE (n,\(J ,,k)o:t~ + u--l x A, tU-’ has exactly ,u -j distinct roots F 
kcj 
for j = l,..., ,D. Clearly UT=, wj is dense in 8,. Hence it suffices to show that 
u(t, x) = 0 in [0, To] x o’, where w’ is any connected component of any wJ. 
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Suppose that there is a connected component o’ of some oj such that 
supp u f7 [0, T,) x o’ # 0. We note that, by construction of the wj, the roots 
of the polynomial t’ + ,7/&(x) t’-’ have constant multiplicity in w’ and 
therefore are in P(u’) by the implicit function theorem. Let p,(x) < 
p*(x) < -** <p,(x) be the distinct real roots in w’. For x E w’ we define 
and 
and then 
j = I,..., Y, 
q = ( (t, x): bj(x) < lT < Pj + 1 (x>Y x E w' }, j = O,..., Y. 
Let j, = min{ j: supp u n q # a}, which exists by the choice of 0’. 
If there exists (to, x,,) E q0 n supp u with t, = pj,(xO), we make the change 
of variables defined by 
t’ = t - Pj,(X), 
x1=x-xxg, 
which transforms t = pi,(x), a zero surface of a(t, x), into the x’ axis (at least 
near x’ = 0). 
If (q, n supp U) n (t = p],(x)} = 0, we also make the change of variables 
(3.4), but with x0 the midpoint of (0’. We then consider the parabolas 
tLE=-Ex’Z, 
r2 E > 0, 
where {(t, x): t -pi,(x), x E o’} has been transformed by (3.4) into {(t’, x’): 
t’ = 0, IX’ 1 < r}. Since (ej, n supp u) n {t = pj,(x)} = 0, 
graphoft’-s=Fx” n@;onsupp2i#0 
I 
exists and is positive, where @i, is the image of&& under (3.4) and C(t’, x’) = 
u(t’ + pjo(x’), x’ + x0). Hence we may choose (t;, xb) E @J., n supp u” such 
that tb - E,, = (-e0/r2) xb’. We then perform another change of variables 
transforming this parabola into the new x axis with (tb, XL) becoming the 
new origin. 
In either case we are in the following situation (after relabeling the 
variables (t, x)). In terms of the new variables our operator is still of the 
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form (3.1) (after division by the coeffkient of afm, which is nonzero near the 
origin since both t = pj,(x) and the parabolas are noncharacteristic surfaces 
for the original operator). Moreover, we now have 
a(t, x) = t%(t, x), (3.5 j
with p > 0 and E(t, x) nonzero near the origin; p is the multiplicity of the 
root I = pj,(X) in the first case and is equal to zero in the second, as the 
original c1 did not vanish in the interior of C$. We therefore have, for some 
T > 0 and R some neighborhood of x = 0, a solution I( E P([O, T] X Q) of 
the Cauchy problem (3.3). We use the following lemma to finish the proof of 
Theorem 3. I. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let P be given by (3.1) with a(t,x) real valued and 
satisfying (3.5). There exist l2’ a neighborhood of x = 0 and T’ > 0 such thar 
IY u E C’“([O, T] x l2) is a solution of (3.3), then u = 0 in [O, T’] X 0’. 
Proof: Since P is noncharacteristic with respect o t = 0, u(& x) is flat on 
t = 0 (i.e., all t-derivatives of u vanish there) and hence, if necessary, we may 
redefine u to be zero for t < 0. We note that t2*P is of the form 
2m-1 
P = t2ma:m + s f’aj(t, x) f3j + Pa”(t, x) a,, (J.6) 
j=O 
with G(t, x) nonzero and p > 0. We may not directly apply Lemma 2. I, since 
our solution u does not necessarily have compact support in [0, Tj X 8. In 
order to modify our solution to one having compact support in the x 
variable, we use the singular change of variables 
t= (d-X’qt’, 
x = x’, 
where 6 > 0 is such that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 3.1 hold 
with Q = {x: 1x1 < 26}. 
We define 
v(t’, x’) = u((6 -22) t’, x’), xl2 < 6, 
= 0, x’2 > 6. 
Since u is flat on t = 0, we have v E P( [0, T] x 8) supported in {(t’, x’): 
t’ > 0, x’~ < 6) and satisfying pv = 0 for t’ < T, where in the (try x’) 
variables P” is of the form 
zm-1 
P’= Pap + x t”cTj(t’, x’) a$ + P(b - x’Z)p cq(6 - X’Z) t’, x’) a,, . 
j=O 
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We note that f(t’, x’) = (6 - x’*)p G((6 -x”) t’, x’) satisfies (2.2) since cx’ is 
nonzero. We may now apply the Carleman inequality of Lemma 2.1 to 
[(r’) ~(t’, x’), with c a Cm cutoff function vanishing for t’ > T. A standard 
argument shows that, given any 0 < T’ < T” < T, we have the inequality 
T' 
III 
v’dt’dx’<Ck-’ 
-0 
with C independent of k. Letting k -+ co, this implies that v(t’, x’) vanishes in 
[0, T] X 0, and therefore that u(t, x) vanishes in some neighborhood of the 
origin. 1 
Finally, we note that Theorem 3.1 is true for characteristic operators of 
the form 
2m--1 
P = t%fm + 2 h,(t, x) @ + tap, x) a,, 
j=O 
where a(t, 0) has a finite order zero at t = 0. The application of the 
Malgrange-Weierstrass theorem still holds, since for t # 0, P is noncharac- 
teristic with respect to the zero surfaces of a(t, x) as well as the parabolas 
used to interpolate between them. Therefore, we again reduce to the study of 
an operator of the form (3.6). 
IV. UNIQUENESS FOR THE OPERATOR Pi+Pzm-l 
In this section we consider an operator P(t, x, D,, D,), (t, x) E R”+ ’ 
(D, = -ia,, D, = --‘a,) of the form 
p=p:,+p,,-, (4.1) 
with P, a strictly hyperbolic differential operator of order m with principal 
symbol o(P,)(t, x, r, r) = nT= 1 (r - A,(& x, c)), and P,,-, a differential 
operator or order 2m - 1. We note here that since P, is strictly hyperbolic 
the characteristic roots A,(& x, c) will be real, distinct, and (by the implicit 
function theorem) symbols for first order classical pseudo-differential 
operators depending smoothly upon t; that is, for all (x,/3, y, 
with C a constant depending only on a, ,8, and y. Hence, we may define 
properly supported pseudo-differential operators A,(t, x, 0,) depending 
smoothly upon t with principal symbols A,(& x, c). Hereafter all pseudo- 
differential operators considered will be similarly defined. 
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We shall show that solutions to the Cauchy problem are unique under the 
following finite order zero assumption on a,(P), the subprincipal symbol 
of P: 
for each characteristic root Aj(t, x, <) of P,, 
O,(P)(t, X, Aj(f3 X, 5)~ <) = it’Qj(t, X, t) + J(L -G l) (4.2) 
for 0, x, 63 E [O, T] X 0 X P”\(O)), with T > 0 and B a neighborhood of 
x = 0, where ej and fj are real symbols of order 2rrt - 1 depending smoothly 
on t, with ej elliptic and 4 either elliptic or identically equal to zero. and 
Pj> O. 
THEOREM 4.1. For T > 0, ~2 a neighborhood of x = 0, and P a 
d@erential operator of the form (4.1) satisfying (4.21, there exist a T, > 0 
and a neighborhood ~2, cs2 of x= 0 such that any u E C”([O, T] X .Q> 
satisfying 
Pu==O, 
g~(o, xj = 0, j = o,..., m - 1, 
is identically equal to zero in [0, T,,] X 0,. 
As in Section III, we shall use a singular change of variables in order to 
reduce to solutions compactly supported in x. The Carleman inequality for P 
which we shall then use will be a consequence of a Carleman inequality for 
second order operators of the Form (4.1) satisfying (4.2). The following result 
will be needed in the proof of the Carleman inequality for a second-order 
operator in the case where& is elliptic. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A(t, x, 5> and f (x) be real valued, with A a homogeneous 
first-order symbol depending smoothly upon t. Then there exist a To > 0, a 
neighborhood 52, of x = 0, and a homogeneous first-order positive elliptic 
symbol e(t, x, <) such that the Poisson bracket {s -J;1, f ‘e] vanishes on 
[Q, ToI x Q, x (~“+‘\{O}). 
ProoJ We begin by noting that 
{r -fl, f ‘e) = f *(et - Vs(fA) - V,e + V,(f;l) . V,e - 2fV,A . V,f) e>~ 
The integral curves for the real vector field on the right-hand side of the 
above equation are solutions of the Hamilton-Jacobi system of equations 
dxldt = -V&fA), 
dt;ldt = V,( j-A). 
(4.3) 
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It is a consequence of a fundamental existence theorem for ordinary 
differential equations, and the homogeneity of degree one of 1 in & that there 
exist a T,, > Cl and neighborhoods Q, and N of x = 0, with 0, c N, such that 
for all (I, x, 5) E [0, T,] x a,, x (F?“\(O)) there exists (x0, To) E NX (IF!“\(O)) 
such that the solution (x(t), t(t)) of (4.3) satisfying the initial conditions 
(x(O), c(O)) = (,yO, 5,) also satisfies (x(0, t(g) = (x, <). We then define the 
symbol 6, x, 4 on [O, T,,] x 0, x (IF?\(O)) , by the equation 
e(f, -+), t(O) = C(f), w h ere c(t) is the solution of the initial value problem 
Wdt = -2&W, x(t), t(t)) - V,f(x(t))) W, 
e-(O) = I co I, 
where (x(t), T(t)) . is, as above, the solution of (4.3) satisfying (x(O), c(0)) = 
(-%v 6=0). I
Next, we prove a Carleman inequality for second order operators in the 
case where fj is elliptic. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let 
L = (D, -f(x) a(4 x, DJ2 + f’(x) A(t, x, D,) + itPf(x)p+ *qt, x, D,), 
with f(x) real, p > 0, A, A, and B first order operators with real-valued prin- 
cipal symbols depending smoothly upon t, A and B elliptic. Then, for k-l, T, 
and diameter of Q suflciently small, we have the estimate 
/ul*dtdx+ k t- 2k-2 I(~,-f(x)~(t,x,D,))u(* dt dx 
<C t-2k(Luj2dtdx 
5 
(4.4) 
for aI1 u E CF([O, T] X 0). 
Prooj We defined the operator Lk by 
L, w = t-kL(tkw) 
= (D,-fn)*-F(Df-fA)- k(kt~1)+f2A+it~pi2B] w, 
[ 
for MJ E CF([O, T] X 0). 
We then consider the form 
I=2Re(L,wtE (it~pi2Bw-~(DI-f~)w) dtdx, 
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where E(t, x, D,) is a zeroth order self-adjoint pseudo-differential operator 
having principal symbol 
qt, x, <) 
e(tT x3 o = \a(& x, cgl’ 
where g is given by Lemma 4.2 such that (r - fA, P) = 0, and a is the prin- 
cipal symbol of A. 
Expressing L, in the form L, = M + N with M = (D, -fL)* - 
k(k - 1)/t” + f ‘A and N = itPfPt2B - (2ik/t)(D, - fAj, we have 
I = 2 Re tMw ENw dt dx + 2 Re tNw ENw dt dx. 
Applying C&ding’s inequality (and shrinking 52 if necessary), we have the 
inequality 
tMwENwdtdx+&, (4.5) 
for some s, > 0. 
We consider now the terms in the expansion of 2 Re j’ tMw ENwdtdx. 
First we note that 
2 Re 
I 
t(D, - fA>’ LV ENw dt dx 
= 2 Re 2ik(D., - fh)’ w E(D, - fA) w dt dx 
-I 2 Re t*+l(D, - fh)’ w iEf *+*Bw dt dx. (4.6) 
The first term in the right-hand side of (4.6) is equal to 
2k i[E(D, - fl) - (D, - fl)* E](D, - fA> w(D, -f;l) w dt dx, (4.7) 
and we note that 
E(D, - f;l) - (D, -j%)* E = iE, - Efl + l*fE 
is a zeroth order operator. Hence, we have that (4.7) is bounded from below 
by 
-Ck 
s 
I(D,-fl) wl’dtdx. (4.8) 
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We consider now the second term in (4.6). Integrating by parts we obtain 
2 Re i tP ’ ‘(Dt - f;l)’ w iEf p + ‘Bw dt dx 
=2Re[(D,-fA)w(D,-A*f)itpt’lEfPt2Bwdtdx 
f2Re (D,-fl)w(p+ 1)tpEfp+2B<dtdx 1 
+ 2 Re ^ (Of- fl.) w (tP+‘fpt2Rl(t,x, 0,) + tp”R,(t,x,D,)) wdtdx, 
! .-~__ 
__-__ 
(4.9) 
where R, and R, are operators of order one and zero, respectively. We shall 
now separately estimate the terms in (4.9). Since the principal symbols of E 
and B are real valued, the first term in (4.9) is bounded from below by 
-C 1 tp+’ I(Dt - fA) w12 dt dx. 
We note next that the second term in (4.9) equals 
2Re [(DrfA)w(g+ l)E 
I 
tpfptzB-G(D,-fA)) wdtdx 
+4(p+ l)kRe 
I 
f(D,-fA)wE(D,-fA)&dtdx 
which by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, the inequality between geometric 
and arithmetic means, and Girding’s inequality is greater than or equal to 
-C fl(D,-fA)wl’dtdx-?jtlNwl’dtdx- 
! 
+c2k fl(D,-fA)wi’dtdx .i 
for some .s2 > 0, again schrinking R if necessary. Finally, by expressing R, 
in the form RI = S,EB + R, with S, and R0 operators of order zero, adding 
and subtracting -2kS,E(D, - fA)w in the third term in (4.9), and then 
applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we obtain the estimate 
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Summing the estimates for the terms in (4.6) we obtain the inequality 
2Re ot(D,-f~)2wENwdtdx 
J - 
>&k-CCTk-C)jfj(D&%)w~‘dtdx 
El -- 
il 1 2. 
t Nw ‘dtdx-C (4.10) 
We consider now the remaining terms in 2 Re i tMw ENw dt dx. We first 
note that 
2Re f 
-k(k- 1) - 
wENwdtdx 
t 
=-2k(k-1)Re \tP-‘wiEfpfLBwdtdu 
+ 4k2(k - 1) Re ’ 4 w iE(D, - fA.) w dt du. 
J t 
(4.11) 
Since the principal symbols of E and 3 are real the first term above is 
bounded from below by 
-Ck2 tP-11w/2dtdx. 
I 
Integrating by parts we see that the second term in (4.11) equals 
4k2(k- l)jfwadtdx 
- 2kz(k - 1) j f IV (E, $ iEfJ. - iA*fE)w dt dx. 
From the ellipticity of E and the boundedness of Ef.L - A*fi it follows that 
the second term in (4.11) is bounded from below by 
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for some E, > 0, if k-’ and diameter of Q are sufftciently small. The previous 
two estimates yield the estimate 
2 Re 
I 
-k(k - 1) - 
w ENw dt dx 
t 
> c,k’ j$IwJ’dtdx-Ck3 &w/‘dtdx. (4.12) 
We consider now the term 
2 Re ‘f ‘Aw tENw dt dx = 2 Re 
1 I 
f ‘Aw it”‘lEf p+2Bw dt dx 
-4kRe I f’AwiE(D,-fL)wdtdx. (4.13) 
Since A, B and E have real principal symbols, the first term in (4.13) is 
equal to 
I (tP+Ifp+2R,+RO)w~dtdx 
with R, and R, first and zeroth order operators, respectively. As before this 
term can be bounded from below by 
In order to estimate the second term in (4.13) we note that 
-4k Re 
J 
‘f 2Aw iE(D, - fL) w dt d.x 
=2k 1 *i[(Dt-fl)*EfZA-A*f’E(D,-fl)] wcdtdx. 
Now, 
(Dt -f/l)* Ef ‘A - A*f *E(D, - f2) 
=(D,-,l*f)f=EA-f2EA(D,-fA)+R,(D,-fL)+& 
= [Dt - f@*f + fd), f ‘EA] + R,(D, - fA) + & (4.15) 
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for some zeroth order operators R,, I?,,, R,. Since E was chosen so that the 
Poisson bracket 
(the principal symbol of i times the commutator in (4.15)) vanishes, we have 
that the second term in (4.13) is bounded from below by 
Combining this estimate with (4.14) yields the estimate 
>-?/t\Nwl’dtdx-C 
I 
](I&-fA)w\‘dtdx-Ck* [(w)*dtdu. 
i 
(4.16) 
The estimates (4.5), (4.10), (4.12), and (4.16) yield the estimate 
provided that the diameter of $2 is sufliciently small. Therefore, for k- ’ and 
2” also chosen sufftciently small, we have the estimate 
Cl>, [tINwl’dtdx+kj _I 
11(D,-f~)W12dfdx+k31~lW12dldX. t 
On the other hand we have 
which immediately leads to the estimate 
By replacing w by tpku and then k by k + $, we have estimate (4.4). I 
We consider now the case where& is identically equal to zero. 
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LEMMA 4.4. The conclusion of Lemma 4.3 is also true for 
L = (D - fJ)’ + it”f p’2B I 
with f, A, B, and p as in Lemma 4.3. 
ProoJ: In this case we consider the bilinear form 
I=2Re itpfp-12B-T(Dt-fJ) wdtdx 
and proceed almost exactly as before. I 
We shall now use the previous two lemmas to prove a Carleman 
inequality for products of operators of the form considered in those lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.5. For j = l,..., m, let kj(t, x, 4) be a real first order symbol, 
Bj(t, x, 0,) a first order operator with real elliptic principal symbol, 
A,(& x, 0,) either a first order operator with real elliptic principal symbol or 
Aj = 0, and pj > 0. If the Ais are distinct and f (x) is atiy smooth real-valued 
function, then there exists a constant C such that for k-‘, T, and diameter of 
0 sufficiently small we have the estimate 
,,,+;zm-2 (t-2k-4m+2’u’+2iIfl”‘D~DI;~12dtdx 
2 
+ z 
I 
f-2k-2m+21al +2j f ‘“ID;@ fi (D, -f&) u dt dx 
1~21 +j<m-1 i=l 
m [(D,-fJj)“+fzAj+itPifP’+‘Bj]~ ‘dtdx (4.17) 
for all u E C,“([O, T] X a). 
ProoJ: We note that since 
t-2k1u12dtdx< k-’ t-2k+21Dtu12dtdx, (4.18) 
it suffices to consider only those terms with highest order derivatives in the 
left-hand side of (4.17). We note next that since the polynomials 
niti (t -Ai)‘, r’nF!i (r --A[) (j = l,..., m, I= 0, l,..., m - 2) are linearlly 
independent, it follows that for any symbol s(t, x, r, 5) of the form 
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there exist qj(t, x, <) (j = l,..., m) of order zero and rj(t, x, <) (j = O,..., m - 2) 
of order j such that 
S= 2 qj n (z-q2 + 
( 
m-2 
Y rjtm--2-j 
j=l i+i ,co 1 
iIj (r - 4). 
Replacing 5 by r/f and multiplying by f lrne2 yields 
= ~ qj II (r - f~i)2 + (T’ fj~j~~-2-jj 
fi (r-fZLij. 
j=l i#j j=O i=l 
The above equation for symbols yields the estimate 
,,,+“&k _I_ t- 
2k-41f’a’D,agl;u12dtdx 
SC \‘ J I t- 2k-4 1111 +.i<m-2 f ‘“‘D;o’, fi (D, -f,l,) 8 
2 
dt dx 
;=I 
+C 
,,,+.L J t- 
2k-4 I~‘“‘D;I$u\~ dt dx. 
We note next that since every s(t,x, r, <) of the form s(t,x, T, rj = 
SOT m-1+fS*5m-2+ ... + f m-ls,-l can be represented in the form 
with qj of order zero, we have the estimate 
2 
\r‘ 
IdiZfl-1 1 I 
t-2k-2 f ‘n’D;q fi (D, - fL,> u dt dx 
i=l 
<c 2 t-2k-2 
j=l 
J / (Df - fLj> n (Dt - fAi)l u / ’ dt dx 
i+j 
2 
f’“‘D;@ fi (D, - f;li) u dt dx. 
i=l 
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The previous two estimates now yield the estimate 
\‘ -t-2k-4 
Inl+,i2m-2 J 
/j-‘“‘D;D;uI’dtdx 
2 
+ r f’“‘D;q fi (Dl -f&) u dt dx 
IaJ +72-1 i=l 
+C 
,,,+,;*& j I- 
2k-4 If’“‘D,*D;uI*dtdx 
j I 
2 
+c K- t -2k-2 
,a,+zn-2 
f ‘“ID;@ fi (DI -f&) u dt du. (4.19) 
i=l 
We perturb each of the (Dt -f&)’ factors on the right-hand side of 
inequality (4.19) by addition of 
pi = f 2Ai + \/-lPfPi+*Bi, 
and then by increasing C it follows that the left-hand side of (4.19) is 
bounded from above by 
c -f p-*k-4 1 
I 
n ((D,-fjli)2+&)u ‘dtdx 
j=I’ i+.i 
+ 5 t-2k-2 
j=I 
J /(ot -si,) fl ((Dt-fAi)* +Bi)U 1 ‘dtd-~ 
i#j 
2k-2 if ‘a’D;Dju12 dt dx 
+ ,url+~ns-‘~t~2k~2 If’a’DT#fi (D,-fAi)U12dtdX/* (4.20) 
i= 1 
For j = I,..., m we apply Lemma 4.3 or Lemma 4.4, depending on the real 
part of pj, with u replaced by nitj ((B, -sAJ* +pJ so as to bound (4.20) 
from above by 
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Ck-1 f- t-2k 
i i itj 
+c c t-2k-4 If’*‘D;D;ul’ dtdx 
Inl +j<2m-3 
+ C s 
lrtl+j=2m-2. 
1 tczk-’ If’“‘D,“Dju12dtdx 
+C 
,o,+;m-2 !--zk-2 I 
f’“‘D;q fi (D,-f&)24 
2 
dt dx. (4.21) 
i= I 
By permuting the second order factors in each term of the first sum above 
and also using (4.18) we have that (4.21) is bounded from above by 
Ck-‘lt-*’ fi ((D,-~-f;l~)~+j3~)u i2dtdx 
j=l 
+C(k-‘+ 1)T2 z /t-2k-4 
lal+j=*m-2 ” 
Is”1D,L$zfdtdx 
+C(k-‘+l)T’ f’“‘D;@ fi (D,-8,)u)‘dtdx~ 
i- 1 
By choosing k-’ and T sufficiently small, this implies inequality (4.17). 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. In order to apply the Carleman inequality of 
Lemma 3.5, we again use a singular change of variables which allows us to 
work with solutions compactly supported in the x variables. If 6 > 0 is 
sufficiently small so that {1x1” < ZS} c a, we define new variables (s, y) by 
t=(6+12)s, 
x = y. 
If u(t, x) is the solution of the Cauchy problem in Theorem 4.1, we define 
m Y) = u(@ - I Y I’> s, U>> for (JT,(~<& s>O, 
= 0, otherwise, 
so that u” E P([O, T] x Q), p rovided that 6 < 1, with supp u”c [0, co) x 
L&s = [O, co) x { y: 1 y12 < 26}. 
We note that in the (s, y) variables the operator P is given by 
P=P 
1 
(~-IY~~)s,Y, s-,y12 D,,D,t+ 
2YS 
d-Iy12 Ds . 
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In order to remove the singularities from the coefficients of P we consider the 
operator 
&, Y, D,, D,,> 
=(wY/2)2”p 
( 
(WYW~Y~ 6-~y,2 
2YS 
Ds¶DY+ S-Iv\’ Ds 
1 ’ 
noting that u” is also a solution of pti = 0 in [0, T] X Q,,. 
The principal symbol of P is given by 
=@-IY12)2mPISI (WYl”)s~Y. (&yy/*)‘)l+ 2ys0 ), 
WY12 
where pm(t, X, 7, <) is the principal symbol of P,. We first note that if 6 is 
syfficiently small, the coefficient of 02m in &,, is bounded away from zero in 
PT Tl x J22s so that P” is noncharacteristic with respect to s = 0. Next we 
note that given a characteristic root Lj(t, x, <) of P,, if lj(s, y, a) is a 
solution of 
Xj - Aj((S - (Y(*) ST Y, V + 2Ys;ij) = ‘3 
&(O, y, rl) = Aj<O, Y7 a>7 
(4.22) 
then (a - ( Y I”) Jj(s, Y, V) is a double characteristic root of i? By the implicit 
function theorem, for 6 and T suffkiently small, there exists a real-valued 
solution of (4.22), xj(s, y, q) E P([O, T] x 8,, x (Rn\{O})). We also note 
that, for 6 and T suffkiently small, the ~j are distinct. 
We next note that the subprincipal symbol condition (4.2) is equivalent o 
the following: 
for each characteristic root ,$(t, x, C) of P,,,, 
pzm - I(& X, Aj(f, X, t), t) = ifpiej(t, X, t) + J;.CC X3 0 
where pj, ej and& are as before and ~~~-~(t, x, r, <) is the principal symbol 
of P,, _ r = P - P, o P, . This implies that in the (s, y) coordinates we have 
the following: 
for each characteristic root (6 - 1 y 1’) xj(s, y, r) of j2,,,, 
$*m-I(S, jr9 (6 - IY I’) xj(sV YYrl)? V) 
= ispj(6 - ( yl’p ’ zm cj(sv Yv V) + (8 - I Y 12)*mJ(s~ YTVI, (4.23) 
where Zj is elliptic, T&is elliptic or identically zero, pj > 0, and @rrn- r is the 
principal symbol of P,, - 1 = p - I’, 0 pm. 
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We now state and prove a factorization result which, along with 
Lemma 3.5, will lead to a Carleman inequality for F. 
LEMMA 4.6. There exist operators aj(s, y, I),), Pj(s, y, D,.) and 
Rj(s, Y, D,h j = 17-, m, of order zero, one and j respectively such that 
p'= fl [(Ds-,/'Ij)'+ a,i(Ds-fXj> +pjl +RZm-z> (4.24) 
j==l 
tvith f( y) = 8 - j y]’ and R2,,-&, y, D,, D,.) of the form 
2m-2 
R Zm-2 = x f’RjD:m-=-j. (4.25 j
j=O 
ProoJ For j== l,..., m, we define 
and 
~j(S, Y, 09 II) = (O - f ( y) ;ij(s3 y, YI)) 4jCs, J’5 ‘9 V)’ 
As before we note that for any symbol r(s, y, CT,?) Of the form 
r=r~~2m~‘+frr~2m~2+~~~$f2m~1rZm~1, (4.26) 
with rj(s, y, II) a symbol of order j, there exist symbols aj(S, ~‘,?a) and 
pj(s, JJ?~) of order zero and one respectively such that 
r = $I (aj@j + Fjqjj* 
Since the principal symbol of 
R z~-,(S~y~D,,D,,)=p-~~~ (D,-f(y);ii(s,y.D,)j2 
is of the form (4.26), there exist operators a&, JP, DY) and &(s, y,D,,), 
j = l,..., m, of order zero and one respectively such that 
F - fi [(Or -fIJ’ + aj(Ds -f&) + pj] 
j=l 
is an operator of order 2m - 2, which is clearly of the form (4.25). 4 
In order to finish the proof of Theorem 4.1, we first note that condition 
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(4.23) implies that, for each j = l,..., m, the principal symbol pj(s, y, q) of the 
operator pj(s, y, D,,) in the factorization (4.24) is given by 
= f’(Y) ajts3 Y, ‘1) + ~W(Y)“j’ z bj(S, Y, v), 
with bj real valued and elliptic, uj real valued and elliptic or aj identically 
zero, and pj > 0. 
By shrinking 6 and T, if necessary, so that Lemma 4.5 applies to 
ny!, [(D, -fJj)’ + pj] with Q = R2&, we obtain the inequality 
,;.,+z2,-, j” s-*~-~“‘+~‘J”+*~ lf’J”D;,Di,u/* ds dy 
+ ,;,+;,-, j-~-~~-*~+~‘~‘+~~ jf”-o:o: fi (D,-&) v / * dsdy 
i=l 
<Ck-‘j-s-** IfI ,~~~-~~j~2+pi,.12dsdy, 
.i= 1 
for u E CF([O, T] x Q,J. By shrinking k-r if necessary, the above 
inequality immediately implies the corresponding inequality with 
nj”=, [(D, - fxj)* + pj] replaced by p. In particular we have the inequality 
i 
s-2k-4mIv12dsdy < Ck-‘ls-*“lpvj*dsdy, 
for v E C,“([O, T] x Q,,). As in Section III a standard argument using the 
above inequality shows that z7(s, y) = 0 in [0, T] x G2s, which in turn 
implies that u(t, x) = 0 in some [0, To] X Q,,. 1 
We now conclude this paper by making some remarks concerning the 
limitations and generalizations of the results shown here. 
Remark 1. As in Section III one might be tempted to use the 
Malgrange-Weierstrass theorem to show that uniqueness for P under 
condition (4.2) implies uniqueness for P under a more general finite order 
zero condition. The difficulty in obtaining such a result lies in the fact that 
for m > 1, P, no longer has just one characteristic surface. Hence it is 
possible that one of the zero surfaces obtained from the 
Malgrange-Weierstrass theorem, or the surfaces used to interpolate between 
these surfaces, may coincide at some point with a characteristic surface 
of P,. 
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Remark 2. The methods of Sections III and IV lead to a uniqueness 
result for operators of the form 
L = a: + (a(& x) + ip(t, x)) 8, + b(t, X) a, + df, x), 
where (t, x) E IR*, a and p are real valued and smooth, a(& 0) has a finite 
order zero at c = 0, and /?(O, 0) # 0. A Carleman inequality for L follows as 
before from consideration of the bilinear form 
2Re L,w.~ 
f IPI 
aa,G+~a,G dtd.q 
i 
for iv E CF([O, T] X Q). 
Remark 3. Finally we note that Theorem 4.1 can also be proved for 
operators having real characteristic roots of higher multiplicity. Uniqueness 
hoids for an operator of the form 
where P,(t, x, D,, D,) is strictly hyperbolic, Rj(t, x, D,, 0,) an operator of 
order (m - l)j, and P2m--Zq+, an operator of order 2m - 2q c 1 satisfying 
the following condition: for each characteristic root lj(t, x, <) of P,, 
with pj > 0, ej elliptic and real valued, and P~,,-~~+ r the principal symbol of 
P Zm -2q+ r. After a singular change of variables a factorization of P into the 
form 
P = fi ((Dt -f(x) /lj(t, x, D,))zq + it”‘f(x)“‘+ ‘4 pj(t, x, D,)) 
j=l 
modulo Levi terms (including arbitrary terms of order less than or equal to 
2m - 2q) allows a Carleman inequality for each factor of P simiIar to the 
one in Lemma 2.1 to be used to prove a Carleman inequality for P. 
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